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ABSTRACT
Health care institutions gather and store sensitive information from

patients with the goal of providing the best care. �e medical his-

tory of a patient is essential to guarantee that the right diagnosis is

achieved and help the clinical sta� act in the shortest time possible.

�is information is highly sensitive and must be kept private for the

responsible sta� only. At the same time, the medical records should

be accessible by any health care institution to ensure that a patient

can be a�ended anywhere. To guarantee data availability, health

care institutions rely on data repositories accessible through the

internet. �is exposes a threat since patient data can be accessed

by unauthorized personnel. It is also extremely di�cult to manage

access to data using standard access control mechanisms due to the

vast amount of users, groups and patients and the constant adjust-

ment in privileges that must be done to maintain con�dentiality.

�is paper proposes a solution to the di�culty that is managing

user access control to a complex universe of user data and guaran-

tee con�dentiality while using cloud computing services to store

medical records.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Electronic Health records (EHR) [11] are kept and managed by

health care institutions. �ere is no control with the way records

are kept and stored and it is extremely di�cult to grant access to

third parties or di�erent health care institutions. �is is a problem

since EHRs contain essential information to treat patients, such as

clinical history, allergies, blood type, genetic conditions and so on.
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A patient that wants to receive treatment in a di�erent institution

needs to ask his usual doctor to release his medical records and send

them to his new doctor. �is process is time consuming, complex

and, in some cases, may be impossible if the patient is unable to do

this (for instance, if he is unconscious).

It is complex to implement protocols that enable health care

institutions to share patient’s data due to heterogeneous systems,

legacy systems, legislation and so�ware limitations. Löhr, et al. [22]

proposed a solution that was based on trusted virtual domains so

that health care institutions could share access to their application.

�is solution granted access to patients data but restrict the access

to a speci�c patient, once an institution was granted access to the

system it could read every record on it. �is freedom of access

violates several privacy concerns.

Patient’s data (EHR) should be available to any institution, how-

ever it is not viable to implement a nation wide web application to

serve every health care institution and its patients since each health

care institution has its own requirements and budget constraints.

Using cloud service providers to store and manage EHR access can

be a solution. �is way each health care institution could still use

its applications but instead of storing locally patient’s data, they

would store it and access it using public clouds. Public cloud ser-

vices are capable of scaling and provide availability since they can

be accessed through the Internet. Using public clouds instead of in

house data centers can also reduce costs [2].

However, managing access control is a complex and thorough

task. RBAC [13] is capable of constraining access to the right

groups of users by using well de�ned roles with privileges. How-

ever, proper operation of RBAC requires that roles fall under a single

administrative domain or have a consistent de�nition across mul-

tiple domains, making its implementation in such heterogeneous

system almost impossible.

�is paper proposes a novel approach for the problem of storing

EHRs in public clouds. It focuses in ensuring data con�dentiality

and integrity of the EHRs with a user access control based on the

la�ice model [10]. �is model provides multilateral security without

the complexity of managing roles and groups of users from RBAC.

It can be easily implemented in a tuple space, as proposed in the

architecture of a possible system that implements this approach.

�e remaining of this article is structured as follows. Section 2

describes the related work and similar solutions to secure EHRs.

Section 3 lists the requirements of a cloud storage service for Health

records. Section 4 describes in detail how the la�ice model can be

applied to the health care data model. Section 5 presents the system

architecture and describes each component and how they inter-

act. Section 6 describes the protocol to have access to stored data.

Section 7 suggests some techniques to guarantee data anonymity.

Section 8, concludes this work with a critical analysis.
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2 CONTEXT AND RELATEDWORK
Access control includes all the mechanisms that manage access to

objects (�les to read, write and execute) from entities (users, ma-

chines and processes). Almost every operating system implements

access control. One of the most used mechanisms is RBAC—Role

Based Access Control [13]. In this mechanism access to objects

is given to roles, and an entity (user or group of users) can only

access an object if it belongs to the corresponding role. For example,

only the administrator role can delete records from the database,

meaning that a user must belong to the role of administrators in

order to delete records.

�is access control model can be di�cult to manage and maintain

in a system where there are too many roles and each role has

speci�c privileges. When a new permission needs to be given it is

more safe to create a new role instead of using an existing one, in

order to avoid granting access to unauthorized users. �is, in turn,

will generate several roles that will make the administrators work

more tedious. To avoid these problems one can use Access Control

Lists (ACL) [28]. In ACL the privileges of an object are stored in

a list or vector. ACL is largely used in today operating systems.

Windows [14] and Linux [15] are some examples.

Multilevel security [7] is used in systems in which users belong

to a well de�ned and strict hierarchy. In this security mechanism

each object has a minimum hierarchy level and subjects can only

access an object if they belong to, at least, that hierarchy level. �is

mechanism was based in the military case where documents have

a level (open, con�dential, secret and top secret) and can only be

accessed by o�cials with a clearance at least as high as the level

of the document. �is model has several disadvantages because it

is too simplistic. For example, an o�cial with high clearance can

access any document, and in some cases only a group of people

from a speci�c department should have access to some documents.

�e Multilateral Security [25] model intends to solve the limita-

tions of Multilevel security. In this model objects are secured not

only by hierarchy levels (vertically) but also by groups (horizon-

tally). �is model re�ects the security mechanisms in organizations

where employees are distributed in a hierarchy but also belong to a

speci�c department inside the organizations, and so, for example, a

Chief Financial O�cer that has a high clearance may be restricted

to access documents from the Department of Innovation and De-

velopment. �ere are several models that implement Multilateral

Security. One of the most used is the La�ice Model [10]. �is model

uses a combination of hierarchy levels, like Multilevel Security,

with code words that represent groups or departments inside an

organizations. Each object contains a minimum acceptable hierar-

chy level and a set of codewords. A user can only access an object

if he belongs to a high enough hierarchy level and he has every

codeword of that object assigned to him. �is model is mainly used

by military organizations [10] and is the one used to manage user

access in this paper.

Implementing a complex system in the cloud requires an e�cient

coordination service. �e best known service of this kind is proba-

bly ZooKeeper [18], but it does not tolerate malicious (Byzantine)

replicas, on the contrary DepSpace [5] is a Byzantine Fault-Tolerant

Coordination Service built on top of BFT-SMaRt [4]. It provides

a secure tuple space implementation and can be deployed in the

cloud. DepSpace supports a database used to manage user access

which store the la�ice model entries.

DepSky [3] is a Byzantine Fault-Tolerant storage service for the

cloud of clouds paradigm. It works by using a collection of cloud

storage services that are managed remotely by a client library.

�e users’ �les are stored encrypted in public clouds. A secret

sharing scheme [19, 30] is used to securely store the keys in the

cloud providers. It also uses erasure-codes [8, 16, 17] to reduce the

required storage for the user’s �les.

Some solutions to secure health records stored in cloud have

been presented. Löhr, et al. [22], presented a solution to guarantee

data availability using cloud to support the applications used by

health care institutions. �e presented solution used Trusted Vir-

tual Domains to secure access to the applications by di�erent users

and organizations. Ahuja et. al. [2] presented the state of cloud

computing in healthcare. In their study the authors show the advan-

tages in terms of cost and complexity in migrating systems used by

healthcare institutions to the public cloud. Li et. al. [21] presented a

solution to save Personal Health Records (PHR) in the cloud. PHRs

are medical records maintained by patients. Other initiatives were

implemented such as: e-health in Austria [29], German health card

(eHC) System [33], Taiwan Electronic Medical Record Template

(TMT) [26] and in Portugal it was implemented a system to au-

thenticate patients of the National Healthcare Service [1]. All these

solutions aim to solve the privacy issues of storing clinical data

in the cloud, however, none of them focus in keeping the existing

systems while providing a highly available storage service with

a �exible access control mechanism. In this paper we propose a

new approach that allows medical institutions to keep their sys-

tems while using a cloud storage service with an access control

mechanism designed for the medical case.

3 REQUIREMENTS
�is paper presents a system to store Electronic Health Records in a

public cloud. �e system must be able to deal with the heterogeneity

of all the systems used by health care institutions, guarantee secure

storage of patients data, data availability and integrity.

3.1 Users
�e users that access health care systems have di�erent roles and

privileges. Besides the group of medical sta� and patients, other in-

stitutions must be granted access to these systems. Such institutions

include the government, social security, insurance agencies and

medical suppliers. �e identi�ed users for the system are divided

in seven main groups:

• Medical sta�: includes all the doctors, nurses and therapists.

�ey can only access clinical data of their corresponding

patients;

• Patients: users who can only access their own information

(PHR and EHR);

• Insurance agencies: can only access medical bills in order

to pay reimbursements;

• Social security and government entities: can consult taxes,

compensations and absence subsidies;

• Administrative users: access to �nancial and personal in-

formation of the patients and medical sta�;
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• System administrators and operators: have privileges to

keep the system running and manage access keys;

• Researcher: for statistics and anonymous patient records.

�ere are several groups / departments and, in each group, there

is a well de�ned hierarchy. For example, in the group of medical

sta� there could be a group of nurses and some nurses have more

privileges (chief of team) than others (interns). �ese groups of

users motivate the implementation of multilateral security.

3.2 Availability
In terms of availability, patient’s records should be accessible from

any computer with access to the Internet. �is requirement is

fundamental because a patient must have the freedom to be a�ended

in any health care institution. �e system must be also capable of

handling high loads of tra�c that can be generated by unpredictable

a�uence of diseases and possible DDoS a�acks. Cloud services are

capable of adapting the number of running servers to the current

tra�c. Also, the use of fault-tolerant systems increases the level of

availability.

3.3 Con�dentiality
�ere are con�dentiality levels within the records. Some records

can be publicly accessed while other should only be accessed by

a restricted number of users. �e proposed solution assumes four

levels of con�dentiality:

• Private: includes the patient records (PHR), employees �les

and private information of the hospital;

• Clinic: includes patient diagnosis and records (EHR), treat-

ments and prescribed drugs;

• Research: data used for research purposes. �e records in

this level cannot be su�cient to identify patients;

• Public: information that can be accessed by anyone.

Once again, the fact that there are several levels of con�dentiality

for each group of users motivates the use of multilateral security.

Most records in the system have strong con�dentiality levels

(patient’s records should only be visible by the patient and the re-

sponsible medical team). However, once a user accesses a �le, even

if at some point he no longer have access to the �le, he could copy

that �le to external storage or print it. So there is no way to com-

pletely remove the access to a �le. In this paper the con�dentiality

of a �le or record is limited to a version. Meaning that, if a �le

with version number 1 was granted to a user U, then U will always

have access to that version of the �le. Even if, at some point, his

access to the �le is removed, he can still consult that version. Only

future versions are then restricted. �is con�dentiality limited to

the version of the �le is not new and was implemented in other

systems [9].

4 THE LATTICE MODEL IN HEALTH CARE
�e la�ice model is a model that can be used to implement mul-

tilateral security. It uses codewords to de�ne the various groups

(horizontal security) and describes the relations between the hier-

archy levels (vertical security).

�e la�ice model in this solution uses the four con�dentiality

levels (private, clinic, research and public) as the hierarchy levels of

the users and the seven groups (Medical Sta�, Patients, Insurance,

Social Security and Government Entities, Administrative Users, Sys-

tem Administrators and Operators, and Researchers) as codewords

to give access. Besides the groups of users, there are codewords to

identify teams, departments and institutions. Every la�ice record

has a codeword with an id that identi�es the object (can be an EHR

or a �le in the data repository). Finally, since it does not make sense

to remove a �le that was accessed by a user (once he as accessed to

the �le he can copy it to an external storage or print it so there is

nothing that can be done to remove that �le), the system adopts an

append-only approach.

An example of a la�ice record can be: (PRIVATE, {medical,

”HSM”, 123456789}). In this example a user can only access this

record if he is in PRIVATE level and has every keyword. In this case

he must be in the medical group, be a part of “Hospital Santa Maria”

(HSM) and must be given access to the record id ”123456789”. Given

that this is an append only system, when a user is given access to a

�le he does not gain access to a future version of that �le, since it

would have a di�erent �le id.

�e la�ice model is su�cient to manage user access control in

the system and can be easily implemented in a database with a

tuple space data structure. �is model is also very �exible since

there is no need to create a new group or role every time a new

privilege is created. A new codeword is su�cient and assigning

codewords to users is simpler than associating users to groups and

roles. Another disadvantage of associating users with groups is

that it is di�cult to know which privileges a user gains when he

is assigned to a group, in some cases it is only required a sub set

of the privileges of the group, which is impossible to do in RBAC

without creating a new group.

5 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows the system architecture of a secure storage service

for health records using cloud providers. �e proposed solution

does not use a single cloud service provider to store all the records,

but instead it uses a cloud of cloud paradigm to increase availability,

con�dentiality and integrity. �e system can be divided into three

main groups: Data Repository, Healthcare Institutions Systems and

La�ice Data Store.

In the �gure health care systems connect with the data repos-

itory and the la�ice data store. �e idea behind this approach is

that, instead of implementing a complex system that serves all the

institutions, only the databases and security services are upgraded.

�is approach is not as costly as to implement a full system and

does not require the users to learn how to use the new system.

5.1 Data Repository
�e data repository is implemented using DepSky [3]. �is storage

solution was designed to be implemented on top of at least n = 4

cloud service providers (n > 3f + 1). DepSky is con�gured in mode

CA (con�dentiality and availability) meaning that it employs tech-

niques of secret sharing [20] which combines symmetric encryption

with a classical secret-sharing scheme. Data is fragmented in blocks

using an erasure code in such way that at least f + 1 blocks are

required to recover the original �le and f or less blocks are not

enough to give any useful information about the �le. �e symmet-

ric keys used to encrypt the �les are also partitioned through the
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DepSpace

Client 1 - Hospital Client 2 - Hospital Client N - Clinic 

DepSky

Cloud 1 Cloud 4Cloud 3Cloud 2

Cloud 1 Cloud 4Cloud 3Cloud 2

Data Repository

Lattice Data Store

Healthcare Institutions 
Systems

EHM EHM EHM

EHM EHM EHM

Figure 1: System architecture.

replicas. If a user could access to at most f fragments of the keys

he could still not reconstruct the keys with that information.

DepSky is used to store EHR of patients and other information

that is not included in the EHR, such as x-rays, EMR �les and so on.

Using a cloud of clouds to store this sensitive information improves

the con�dentiality level since an a�acker needs to successfully

compromise the security of more than f clouds. Even using the

lowest possinle n (n = 4) an a�acker would need to compromise

at least 2 clouds so he could read the stored �les. If the cloud

provider is con�gured properly, then the probability of an a�acker

compromising two clouds is very low.

5.2 Healthcare Institutions Systems
�e healthcare institutions systems are represented in this archi-

tecture because it is assumed that the institutions keep using them.

It would be more costly to implement new systems than keeping

the current ones running [22]. However, instead of using their own

data repositories (SQL databases, �le servers, etc.) these systems

would use DepSky [3]. �is way, for example, a �le of a patient

who was a�ended in Hospital A would be accessible by Hospital B

because the data repository is accessible through the Internet.

5.3 Lattice Data Store
�e la�ice data store is a database that saves la�ice records. �ese

records are usually in the form of (Hierarchy Level, codeword 1,

codeword 2, …, codeword n). A tuple space is enough to store these

records. In this architecture DepSpace [5] implements the data

store that saves these records. It was designed to be deployed in

n = 3f + 1 servers. In this example each server is located in a

di�erent cloud. �is approach, like DepSky, increases con�dential-

ity and availability, since an a�acker would need to successfully

compromise more than f servers in order to corrupt the system.

In this architecture there is a separation of concerns. DepSky

is responsible for storing data (�les and EHR) and DepSpace is

Health care System Lattice Data Store Data Repository

getFile(uId, fId)

getLattice(uID, fID, TS)

latticeRecord

getFile(uID, fID, TS, latticeRecord)

file

file

Figure 2: Sequence diagram.

responsible for storing access rules (la�ice records). �is separation

of concerns to di�erent systems was inspired by the Certi�cation

Authorities [6] in which there is a third party that authenticates

users in a system. �is third party is a well known and trustworthy

service and its only purpose is to ensure that a user has access to a

certain object.

5.4 E-Health Middleware
�e E-Health middleware (EHM) is the only so�ware component

that needs to be developed for the system. It consists of a library

that provides an API for the health care system such that they can

transparently access the repositories in the cloud. �is module is

also responsible for communicating with the la�ice data store and

the data repository, abstracting the complexity underneath. �is

module is developed as a so�ware library and must provide an

interface with exactly the same methods as the old database drivers.

�us, all that each health care system needs to do is to update its

database driver to this e-health middleware.

6 AUTHENTICATING USERS
Authenticating a user and checking his privileges is a process that

is executed by every component in the system. Figure 2 describes

the process of authenticating a user and checking his privileges. At

�rst the user contacts the health care system and asks for a �le. �e

health care system then contacts the la�ice data store to retrieve

that user la�ice record and the la�ice record of the �le. Once this

record is retrieved the e-health secure middleware evaluates if the

privileges are valid (i.e. if the user has access to that version of the

�le) and if he does then the health care system contacts the data

repository for the �le (giving the la�ice record as a key). �e data

repository then sends the �le to the health care system and the

user has access to the �le. Since the user only contacts the health

care system he does not realize the complexity underneath, and

thanks to the e-health middleware, the heath care system still uses

the same interface as if it was contacting its own database server

or �le repository.
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Trojan
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Figure 3: �reat Tree.

7 DATA ANONYMITY
Ensure data anonymity in a database is a challenge. �e database

with patient records should be accessible to calculate statistics

and pa�erns that are useful for research purposes and help in

decision making. For example, if a hospital detects an a�uence in

�u cases then this information can be used to increase the number

of employees and order extra medication. However, collecting

this information and still guarantee anonymity of the subjects is

extremely di�cult. �ere have been presented some solutions,

such as Data�y [31], a middleware that substitutes certain �elds

in patient records in order to guarantee anonymity. �is solution

seems to solve the problem but it actually fails in some cases. For

example, if an a�acker who wants to access a record of a certain

patient and he already knows speci�c details like the birthday,

address and one medical condition, then he could execute several

queries with re�ne parameters and eventually he would get, as a

result of the query, a single row that can only belong to the target

patient. Another approach can be to suppress �elds but this fails

when the a�acker execute several queries in order to complete his

personal database.

One of the strongest solutions against these a�acks is to substi-

tute a subset of the �elds of a record with general information. �is

technique is called k-anonymity [24, 27, 32] and the main idea is

to substitute k-�elds of the record with general data that does not

change the outcome of the query. �is method can be implemented

in the E-Health Middleware (EHM).

A useful tool to evaluate the security of a system is �reat Trees

(or A�ack Trees [12]). �e main idea behind this tool is to construct

a tree whose root is a possible a�ack or exploit that can occur in

the system, and the nodes of the tree identify possible causes of

the a�ack (vulnerabilities and exploits). �is model can serve both

as an evaluation tool and as a tool to �nd countermeasures for the

a�ack.

Figure 3 represents threat tree for the proposed system. Al-

though there are several a�acks that can occur, from DDoS to

record forgery, this tree focuses on the a�ack that reads unautho-

rized data. �is a�ack was chosen because the main goal of this

project is to guarantee patients privacy and the whole system was

designed with this goal. Although the system provides high level

of availability and integrity o�ered by DepSky and DepSpace pro-

tocols, it could still be possible for an a�acker to read sensitive

data.

In the �gure, an a�acker can successfully read unauthorized

data if he manages to impersonate another user using his access

credentials, use techniques of social engineering, listen to network

tra�c, take advantage of an employee mistake, or decrypt sensitive

information. From this set of possible a�ack two are technical and

the remaining three take advantage of user negligence. According

to the protocols that support the system, the technical a�acks can

be avoided if the system is con�gured correctly (using strong keys

to encrypt data, reliable communication protocols such as TLS

and regularly renovate encryption keys). �e a�acks that exploit

incorrect behavior from the user are more di�cult to avoid. �ese

a�acks are normally the most successful. Humans tend to err more

than machines [23]. Several techniques can be adopted to minimize

the probability of a social engineering a�ack [34]. Inviting a team

to perform such an a�ack can provide valuable information. Most

of the a�acks can also be avoided if the users of the system have a

correct training and follow strong policies.

8 CONCLUSION
Managing user access control is an extremely di�cult and continu-

ous work. Keeping track of the users that should not have access

to data and provide access to new users is a delicate task but is

essential to guarantee con�dentiality of patient’s data. �e solution

presented in this paper solves the problem of user access control

and proposes an architecture that decreases the risk of eavesdrop

by using a cloud of clouds approach. �e presented solution takes

into account the complexity of systems used by health care insti-

tutions and thus the proposed architecture, which is based on a

cloud service with a simple interface, facilitates the migration of

data to the new repository and is compatible with almost every

web application framework. It is also worth mentioning the impact

in terms of performance of such implementation, according to the

cloud storage service [3] experiments, the performance overhead

is minimal.
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